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Understanding and analyzing activities has traditionally relied on de(a) Draw an activity zdi from the multinomial θd .
tecting and tracking objects throughout the scene. The tracked motions
(b) Draw a cluster wdi from p(wdi |zdi , β ), a multinomial distriare then used to model activities [3] [2]. The advantage of tracking is that
bution conditioned on activity zdi .
it inherently separates activities of one object from another. In crowded
(c) Draw a timestamp tdi from a Beta distribution ψzdi .
videos or poor quality videos it is difficult to track objects; usually only
low level features can be computed. Latent topic models have recently
As can be seen from the above generative process the posterior disbeen applied to alleviate this problem by modeling activities as hidden tribution of activities depends on both, the clusters that represent the acvariables termed as topics. Basic principle behind these topic models is tivities and the time when they occur. In this model both the clusters and
to discover co-occurrence patterns of low level features in a scene. The the timestamps are the visible variables whereas θd and zdi are the hidden
activities are distinguished from each other by their differing probability variables. The hyperparameters are α, β and ψ. Given these hyperparamdistribution over these low level features. Several topic models, such as eters the joint probability distribution of clusters, activities and timestamp
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [5] [4], Latent Dirichlet occurrences for clip d is given by
Allocation (LDA) [1] and Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [6] have
Nd
been applied to discover activities in videos for different scenarios.
p(wd , td , zd , θd |α, β , ψ) = p(θd |α) ∏ p(zdi |θd )p(tdi |ψzdi )p(wdi |zdi , β )
However, activities do not just have static co-occurrence patterns among
i=1
features. Activities are localized in time and may have relevance only for
Like LDA, here too exact inference cannot be done because computa certain period. An activity may also overlap or non-overlap with some
ing the marginal likelihood p(wd , td |α, β , ψ) is intractable. Therefore,
other activities at the same time. Topic models employed so far do not inwe propose a variational Bayes inference algorithm to approximate the
corporate the dynamic time dependent nature of activities. In this paper,
posterior distribution p(θd , zd |α, β , ψ). The algorithm is
we focus on discovering the time-dependent behavior of activities using a
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Model.
1. For every clip d, find the optimal values for the variational paramWe consider videos of crowded scenes where a host of problems like
eters, γd∗ and ψd∗ for fixed hyperparameters. This is the E-step. The
occlusions, object view changes, and different object shapes make trackupdate equations for variational parameters for each clip given n-th
ing difficult. We divide the complete video into M clips having fixed
cluster and i-th activity are
number of frames. These clips correspond to documents. We compute
N
optical flow between frames within the clip and cluster these optical flow
γi = αi + ∑ φni
vectors using agglomerative clustering. The number of clusters is detern=1
mined using a threshold on the distance metric. We first cluster based on
k

direction and all the vectors belonging to a particular direction cluster are
φni ∝ βiwn exp{Ψ(γi ) − Ψ ∑ γ j + ψi1 logtn + ψi2 log(1 − tn )}
then further clustered based on their location. Finally we prune clusters
j=1
which do not have enough number of features. The clusters which surHere Ψ is the digamma function and ψi1 , ψi2 are the Beta distribuvive pruning are treated as words wi . These words come from a fixed size
tion parameters.
vocabulary V . The vocabulary is constructed by dividing the frame into
fixed size cells and encoding the direction and location of these cells as
2. Maximize the bound on log likelihood with respect to α, β and ψ
vocabulary.
for fixed variational parameters. This is the M-step. The bound is
The graphical model for incorporating time in LDA is shown in Figgiven by
M
ure 1. This model takes cluster co-occurrences along with the temporal
l(α,
β
,
ψ)
=
logp(wd , td |α, β , ψ).
∑
information of these clusters. We associate a continuous distribution over
d=1
time for each of the K activities [7]. The parameterized distribution choWe use variational inference algorithm to bound the log likelihood.
sen for time is beta distribution, which defines a probability distribution
Here β can be computed analytically [1], whereas for α and ψ we
over a normalized time range from 0 to 1.
use an efficient Newton-Raphson method.
The two steps are repeated alternatively until the log likelihood converges.
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